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Promoting entrepreneurship will help reduce unemployment in South Africa. But the government has to step up its game.
Millions of young South Africans are without jobs: what are the answers?
Organizational maturity will be a critical element for grocery retailers seeking to unlock the full potential of analytics.
Grocers can fuel growth with advanced analytics
The governments of most of the major regions of the world have either begun or intend to establish aggressive targets to support the "green" transformation, with many looking to achieve carbon ...
Looking for answers on carbon reduction
After all that, thousands of U.S. doctors are stopped in their career tracks when they can’t obtain taxpayer-funded medical residencies. Without a residency at a teaching hospital, a doctor cannot be ...
Maria Fotopoulos: Unmatched Doctors Crisis Is Unabated, and Solutions Are Needed Now
Many organizations are looking into permanent remote options to attract new talent — but is this possible for the manufacturing industry?
How to Make Remote Work in Manufacturing a Reality
The 130th Field Artillery Brigade, deployed to the Central Command (CENTCOM) region, have developed improvements over the last several months for commanders to detect enemy air activity. The ADAM Cell ...
130th Field Artillery Brigade Develops New Solutions to Track Air Threats
UFOs or as it’s officially identified--officially called, unidentified aerial phenomenon, UAPs. While we’re waiting for the unclassified report from Congress on the matter, our guest, Lue Elizondo, ...
Transcript: UFOs & National Security with Luis Elizondo, Former Director, Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program
These three solutions are all powered by Verint DaVinci AI and Analytics, which infuses advanced machine learning ... "Customers and employees need answers at the speed of now, and that's why ...
Verint Locks in Customer Experience Focus
Google Multitask Unified Model (MUM) is a new technology for answering complex questions that don’t have direct answers. Google has published research papers that may offer clues of what the MUM ...
Research Papers May Show What Google MUM Is
“The importance of method development cannot be understated,” says Emma Leishman, manager, Advanced Analytics, Avomeen. “Methods are the backbone of being able to answer scientific ... volume ...
Developing a Method for Success through Partnerships
The award-winning service is highly customizable, with a long list of add-on features available directly from BambooHR or through its Marketplace solutions partners. The open API makes it ...
BambooHR Review
noted that it was able to quickly shift employees to remote work because it was already using cloud-based workflow solutions. SE2 also used the cloud to address new IT infrastructure issues.
Lessons from Financials: How to Weather the Storm Within the Cloud
In 2021, Kraus sees the following five core use cases for AI in the contact center: Virtual customer assistants, including interactive voice response and chatbots to provide automated answers to a ...
Technology Got Companies Through the Pandemic, NICE CEO Says
But others suggest that cloud at DOD—and cloud technology in general—has changed such that alternative solutions may be ... entities are “getting to the answer” has shifted. “ ...
If the Pentagon Drops JEDI, Then What?
This whitepaper, “How to Integrate GPUs into your Business Analytics Ecosystem,” discusses how GPU technology can augment data analytics performance, enabling data warehouses and other solutions ...
How to Integrate GPUs into your Business Analytics Ecosystem
The answer is engineering leaders like Gina Loften ... purpose is to identify the next big technologies, lead one of the most advanced teams of engineers on the planet to create solutions for them, ...
Ep. 25 | Microsoft US’s CTO Gina Loften on Identifying the Next Big Tech
The low-code Pillir platform moved Converge Technology solutions into the heart of the SAP application modernization market, said Pacific. “Before Pillir, we tried to work to help customers ...
Low-Code Channel Revolution: Pillir Platform Is Driving ‘Massive’ SAP Cloud Opportunities For Partners
Historically, our warfighters haven’t always been armed with the most advanced ... Not the Answer The Air Force and Space Force have been tasked to identify solutions to replace the DMSP ...
Op-ed | Arming warfighters with advanced weather systems: What must happen next
The task force describes ways in which the ICC’s work intersects with U.S. interests ... ICC properly has jurisdiction — is no answer. The test advanced by the task force may also worsen ...
The US Should Respect the ICC’s Founding Mandate
With investor needs in constant flux, the synergies between Lynk's advanced platform capabilities ... UBS Global Markets will introduce Lynk solutions to UBS’s institutional clients.
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